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as a vehicle for better achieving that mission,
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From The Editor
They say it takes a village to raise a child, and it
surely takes one to raise a church as well.
Churches and mission agencies need a variety of
people to make them flourish. We need the gifted
communicators and the gifted workers behind
the scenes. We need the people who know how
to invite people and the people who know how to
disciple them. We need people who know how to
save money and people who know how to spend
it well.
Personally, budgets make my eyes glaze. Spreadsheets make my head hurt. Graphs of expected
income versus actual income versus expenditure
versus budget are, at the very least, usually colourful. Operations, finances, and governance are
not my area of expertise.
And yet where would we be without those gifted
individuals and teams who can balance a budget
and, more than the practical tasks of finance,
strategically support the Kingdom of God in Jesus’
mission in the neighbourhood? How would our
churches and agencies function without the skeleton of supporting systems—governance, finance,
leadership, strategy, and safety—that give them
shape and strength?
It has almost been a year since we launched
CCVT’s new and renewed communications platforms, including The Edition and new website. As
we come to taking stock of communications in
2016, we invite you to give us feedback by filling
in a survey at goo.gl/forms/1JLDeudda7R66RSA2

CCVT’s three care areas of ministry to our affiliates
are in Leadership, Communities, and Operations.
We know we cannot have successful Communities
without successful Operations. For our Leaders to
be the best they can be, they need the support of
their Operations team(s).
This issue of The Edition is about the Operations
side of church and agency ministry and mission.
But it is about far more than the spreadsheets
and balances. It is about acting with Kingdom
strategies in every aspect of church life. It is about
reflecting the teachings of Jesus at every level
of our ministries. It is about dreaming big and
putting the systems into place that will allow us to
reach God’s vision for our Communities of Hope
and Compassion.
We hope you are challenged and uplifted by this
issue of The Edition, and that the wisdom and
challenges herein encourage you to try new things
and see old things in new and renewed ways.
Mitchell Salmon
Editor

Save The Date: SUMMIT 2017
Planning for Summit 2017 has already commenced and we are excited to invite you to be a
part of the movement-wide gathering in 2017,
including local and international speakers.
Summit 2017 will take place over May 4-6 at
Foothills Conference Centre, Mooroolbark, and
Grace Church, Wantirna.
Save the date for this important CCVT event.
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Governance And Leadership
A Theological Reflection
Writer Paul Cameron, with Andrew Menzies
Whenever I have an opportunity to talk about governance
for a church or agency, I often end up talking about skeletons and bodies. A human body would be blob of matter
and mostly water if it didn’t have a skeleton that it was built
around. A person’s skeleton enables their body to do what it
was designed to do. The work of the skeleton is assisted by
muscles, ligaments, and tendons. Damage to the skeleton—
like a broken or cracked bone—impacts the human body, as
does skeletal dislocation that results in strained ligaments.
Nevertheless, the skeleton isn’t the ‘main game’; the body is
facilitated by the skeleton.
Just as the skeleton is necessary for the human body, so is
governance for any entity, including churches and agencies.
This governance, often shaped within a constitution provides
a skeleton that enables the entity to perform the tasks it
was designed to perform. And, it is assisted by policies and
charters, reflecting the actions of muscles, ligaments and
tendons in the human body.
The question then comes, “what should this governance
(and leadership) look like in a church or agency within
Churches of Christ?”
Churches are different to other organisations; while having
an organisational aspect, that is not all they are. Churches of
Christ are also a different expression of the church.
Churches of Christ are a part of the body of Christ and our
DNA and our identity, purpose, and mission are necessarily
contrary to much of society. As a ‘contrast-society’ we are
counter-cultural; and we are geared to serve non-‘mem6 | The Edition

bers’, to serve others before self. We live and function out
of a ‘mission’ conversation, not a ‘church’ conversation. We
practice resurrection from the dead. And we are not top-down
or centralist in organisational structure or governance; we
are networked, local, and specific, while also being mutually
interdependent and imaginative/creative.
Churches are also communities. We carry traditions and
rituals which are best celebrated, rather than ignored, within
a governance and leadership shape. We embody a story. We
are local and global. We see a social imagination of a better,
future world. We see a renewed, redeemed, restored world in
Christ. As CCVT we see a network; ‘a movement of the people
of God gathering in and around the central figure of Jesus
Christ, empowered by the Holy Spirit, living out his Way in our
neighbourhoods and inviting others to do the same.’
This deeper story of Churches of Christ emerges from the New
Testament, and it particularly resonates with texts like these
in 1 Corinthians 12 (The Message),
God’s various gifts are handed out everywhere; but they all
originate in God’s Spirit. God’s various ministries are carried
out everywhere; but they all originate in God’s Spirit. God’s
various expressions of power are in action everywhere; but
God himself is behind it all. Each person is given something
to do that shows who God is: Everyone gets in on it, everyone
benefits. All kinds of things are handed out by the Spirit, and to
all kinds of people! … You can easily enough see how this kind
of thing works by looking no further than your own body. Your
body has many parts—limbs, organs, cells—but no matter how
many parts you can name, you’re still one body. It’s exactly the

“We embody a story. We are local and
global. We see a social imagination of a
better, future world. We see a renewed,
redeemed, restored world in Christ.”
same with Christ. By means of his one
Spirit, we all said good-bye to our partial
and piecemeal lives. We each used to
independently call our own shots, but
then we entered into a large and integrated life in which he has the final say
in everything … I want you to think about
how all this makes you more significant,
not less. A body isn’t just a single part
blown up into something huge. It’s all
the different-but-similar parts arranged
and functioning together … But I also
want you to think about how this keeps
your significance from getting blown up
into self-importance. For no matter how
significant you are, it is only because of
what you are a part of.
And also these in Ephesians 4
(The Message),
In light of all this, here’s what I want
you to do. While I’m locked up here, a
prisoner for the Master, I want you to get
out there and walk—better yet, run!—on
the road God called you to travel. I don’t
want any of you sitting around on your
hands. I don’t want anyone strolling off,
down some path that goes nowhere.
And mark that you do this with humility
and discipline—not in fits and starts, but
steadily, pouring yourselves out for each
other in acts of love, alert at noticing
differences and quick at mending fences.
You were all called to travel on the same
road and in the same direction, so stay
together, both outwardly and inwardly.
You have one Master, one faith, one
baptism, one God and Father of all, who
rules over all, works through all, and is
present in all. Everything you are and
think and do is permeated with Oneness.
But that doesn’t mean you should all
look and speak and act the same. Out
of the generosity of Christ, each of us
is given his own gift … He handed out
gifts above and below, filled heaven
with his gifts, filled earth with his gifts.
He handed out gifts of apostle, prophet,
evangelist, and pastor-teacher to train
Christians in skilled servant work, working within Christ’s body, the church, until
we’re all moving rhythmically and easily
with each other, efficient and graceful

in response to God’s Son, fully mature
adults, fully developed within and without, fully alive like Christ.
And again, with Acts 2:14a (NRSV), “But
Peter, standing with the eleven, raised
his voice and addressed them…”
Here is Peter, standing ‘with’ the eleven.
This is a plurality of leadership, with
Peter operating as a leader among leaders, on the basis of his gifting. He is not
standing ‘against’ the eleven, in other
words he is not in conflict with them. It’s
not ‘me vs. them’. He’s standing ‘with’
the eleven. It’s not Peter ‘for’ the eleven,
either. He’s not a mere employee, working for the others. He is standing ‘with’
the eleven. Nevertheless he displays an
effective and healthy apostolic leadership, raising his voice and addressing
the crowd. It is also significant to note
that the content and style of Peter’s
leadership invited dialogue, hence the
conversations of verse 37.
Churches of Christ (locally and globally) live within the tension of being an
interdependent network that practices
the priesthood of all believers and
mutual ministry; and at the same time
our history has affirmed leadership as
an important biblical practice. Hence
Churches of Christ encourage the
release of leadership giftings within
local churches and mission agencies.
We do this globally too, for we acknowledge the place of leadership—more
apostolic in nature—in (and with) a network of churches, expressed through
people and entities.
Therefore, given the unique narrative
of Churches of Christ, governance
cannot be created by a ‘pure’ application of any of the traditional corporate
or organisational models, even those
in place in other movements or the
denominations. Each may bring its own
strength(s), but alone each can detract
from our mission and raison d’etre. It
is therefore vital to do the hard work of
prayerfully reflecting on the shape God
is calling Churches of Christ (locally or

globally) to have in a particular season,
and then to form ‘entities’ appropriate
to that season, with inbuilt adaptive,
flexible and responsive elements.
We could call this a ‘mission focused
model’ of governance. It will help us
focus on our priorities in a way that
reflects (as best as possible) our essential nature as Churches of Christ.
Themes for consideration and theological reflection while designing and
living out a new governance model at a
‘global’ CCVT level, include how we can,
among other things:
Identify, affirm, empower, and release
the ‘apostolically wired’ people in our
network.
Develop accessible charters and policy
documents that articulate values and
behaviours that promote adaptive leadership and not only rules and principles.
Build our ‘systems’ of governance on a
plurality of leaders and contributors.
Make decisions that move us towards
being more networked and experimental (like a ‘movement’) rather than
centralised and bureaucratic (like a
‘denomination’).
‘Build’ for a new world rather than an
old world; with adaptive, flexible and
responsive elements built in.
Continually define and refine what a
Community of Hope and Compassion is,
and link it with simple, clear, owned and
measurable descriptors and practices.
Imagine, design and support obviously
organic experiments for the creation
of new Communities of Hope and
Compassion.
Provide appropriate ongoing governance consulting and training and
leadership formation pathways for our
Communities of Hope and Compassion.
Regularly assess ways our governance
can better reflect who we are as a Restoration/Renewal people and movement.
Make and live out decisions, policies,
behaviours and promotions that are
serving and sustaining those in our
network who are bearing fruit in their
neighbourhoods. ●
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Reimagining
Church Mission
Writer Joel Plotnek

Worshiping together at INTO Summit.
Photo by Malorie Raymakers.
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We Can Only Grow As Big As Our Vision...

L

ast year I was confronted with my own death. When I asked
my oncologist how long I might live without treatment, she
answered without hesitation: “A year.” And then, after a
moments pause, “Maybe 18 months.” Thank God I’m back on this side
of life but, like Woody Allen’s character Mickey in the movie Hannah
and Her Sisters, I walked away from that whole episode of my life thinking, “But I’m going to die anyway… eventually!” What I’m sharing is just
one of my many existential moments.
Let me share an existential moment that we can all agonise over
together.
The Church is always only one generation away from extinction.
Pause for a second and think about it. We are all only one life away from
extinction as Church. Each generation is entrusted to pass on the baton
of church mission to the next. The life and future of Christ’s Church is in
God’s hands, but the expression of Church in our time and place is our
responsibility. And there is always a danger the baton of mission we’re
entrusted with may get dropped. Our mission is always at risk—with
local churches, denominations, and movements. One generation we’re
here. The next we’re gone. So how do we pass on the mission of the
church to the next generation?
The answer to each generation’s question of mission is vision.
Each generation must discern God’s vision for its own times if it is to
pass on the mission of the Church to the next generation.
So what is vision and how do we get it? Before I enrolled in Bible college, I started a personal project to read the biographies of the great
heroes of our faith. One that stood out for me at the time was Hudson
Taylor’s incredible life journey to China. Taylor had no mission agency
backing, but he had incredible faith in a vision. There were many other
heroes that inspired me—Wesley, Wilberforce, and Muller, to name just
a few. They all had one thing in common. Vision. Not just any vision,
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but a vision that had taken over their whole life
and drove them passionately to achieve great
things for God. The other thing these heroes
had in common was that their vision resonated
strongly with the needs and aspirations of their
own times. It should probably come as no surprise
that 30 awe inspiring, faith pumping biographies
later, I had an incredible sense of calling to train
for ministry.
My first reading of vision was through the King
James cadence: “Where there is no vision, the
people perish.” (Proverbs 29:18, KJV) But my
favourite reading is from the Message version: “If
people can’t see what God is doing, they stumble
all over themselves.” Whichever way you look at it,
without a vision, we’re dead! The challenge for us,
collectively as Churches of Christ here in Victoria
and Tasmania, is to find out what God is doing in
our world, our mission patch. That then informs
our vision. The challenge for CCVT leadership is
to discern what God is doing in our churches so
we can formulate a strategic response to drive our
mission which we have framed as Building Communities of Hope and Compassion.
Stewardship Must Frame Our Vision
So, what is God doing in our patch of the world
that we see when we walk out the front door?
How can we see God’s hand in our churches and
mission fields? These are critical questions, for
without them we have no sense of where we are
going as a movement of God’s people in this time
and place.

an indication of what God had done in the past
up until this present moment. What we want to
know is, where are the winds of the Spirit blowing
amongst us now?
So we rolled up our maps and re-pinned the
churches onto a scattergram plotted along two
axes—return on investment (ROI) and return on
mission (ROM). ROI is straight out of the business
text books. ROI is measured by the profit or dividend received from investing money and time into
a particular project or investment.
However, a church is not investing time and money
to make a profit. A church invests its resources to
achieve its mission. So to make sense of ROI in
our context we needed to add the second axis of
Return on Mission (ROM) which effectively asks
the question, how successfully are we building
Communities of Hope and Compassion? ROM can
be a harder question to gauge than ROI, which is
more easily measured in dollars. But ROM is still
measurable in terms of health and growth and
the extent that a local church is having a positive
impact on its local community.
The Return on Investment and Mission (RIM) graph
we ended up with looked something like this.

ROI

The CCVT Operations Team started thinking
through these mission questions by asking three
strategic questions framed around stewardship.
1. What resources has God entrusted to us?
2. Are we achieving a mission return on these
resources?
3. How can we best leverage our shared resources
to increase our mission return?
These are stewardship questions inspired by
Jesus’ parable of the talents (Matthew 25:14-30).
In response to these questions we rolled out maps
of Melbourne, regional Victoria, and Tasmania
and placed coloured pins on the maps where
each church is located. The pins’ colours signified
church health and ranged from green for growth,
blue for flourishing, and red for struggling. A few
black pins here and there showed where we once
grew, flourished, struggled, and then eventually
died. This was a great start to getting some insight
into our strategic questions. But it didn’t focus our
attention on what God was doing now. It was more
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ROM
The ROI answers our first question; what resources
has God entrusted to us? It shows us what God has
resourced us with as a movement. It represents a
portfolio of property, buildings, stories, ministries,
people, and gifts dispersed through our communities. The ROM answers our second question; are
we achieving a mission return on our resources?
It shows us how these resources are kicking
goals for us in building Communities of Hope and
Compassion. Or, to turn the question around, have
we invested our resources faithfully to achieve a
return on mission? These are stewardship questions. Questions that hold us accountable to how
we are investing our shared resources for mission.

“Instead of focusing on a vision for our times, we lament by revisioning times past. Not that such rallying cries are necessarily
without some validity, however they miss the heartbeat of what is
going on now.”
The Way Forward Is Not Found By Re-Visioning The Past!
But we were still worried about the red and black pins in the
maps from our earlier strategic thinking. We had become
preoccupied with how we might help churches who are
struggling and dying to get back to their days of growing and
flourishing. This is not just a local concern for church leadership. The evangelical church at large obsesses with where we
might have dropped the baton and lost missional traction.
A common response is to look back to our origins as a way
forward.
So we get a range of battle cries from, ‘The church has lost
its mission zeal,’ to, ‘We need to get back to the biblical
model of discipleship,’ or, ‘If we only had the resources to
build a bigger, more contemporary building that continues
our church’s legacy…’ as solutions to our malaise. Instead of
focusing on a vision for our times, we lament by re-visioning
times past. Not that such rallying cries are necessarily without some validity, however they miss the heartbeat of what is
going on now.
Re-visioning, which I’ve borrowed from the idea of historical
revisionism, is the tendency of churches to revision church
history both locally and globally through a romantic, anachronistic, even wistful ‘Take us back to the good old days we
remember or have heard of from our older members,’ or a,
‘Trying to find our way back to the New Testament church that
we’ve now lost our way in practicing.’
Those iconic heroes of faith who are still fuelling my passion
for mission—Taylor, Wilberforce, and Wesley—all recognised the malaise of the Church in their day. But here is the
amazing thing: they all discerned a vision for their time and
place which was radically different to what had happened in
the past. Hudson sailed half way across his world and then
trekked into unchartered inland China. Wesley called the
whole world his parish and took to preaching to crowds of
thousands in the fields across England. Wilberforce led the

way for the abolition of slavery which fed into the great evangelical social innovations of the nineteenth century.
These heroes, and many more like them, radically changed
their worlds in ways that had never before been imagined.
Not only that, their vision forms part of the world we now
inhabit which otherwise would be different to how we find
ourselves living today. They didn’t do this by looking back
wistfully on how things worked better in the past—what
would have happened if Wilberforce had been guided by
precedent?
Nor is this what God has called us to do. Time over, God
calls us to re-imagine our time and place. Look at Jeremiah’s vision in the valley of dry bones (Eze 37). And Isaiah’s
prophecy, “Behold, I will do a new thing.” (Isa 43:19, KJV) Or
put another way, “Forget about what’s happened; don’t keep
going over old history. Be alert, be present. I’m about to do
something brand new.” (The Message)
If we want a vision for growth, we are not going to get it by
looking wistfully in the rear view mirror of church history and
re-visioning from the past, even if we find it in the biblical
canon of the New Testament! The same principle applies
to thinking through vision for our own time and place. We
cannot go back—God calls us to go forward. In Exodus, the
people of God kept boomeranging back to the old land while
God was calling them to the promise of a new land. In Biblical language we are told the 40 years in the wilderness was
due to disobedience and the stubbornness of their hearts.
The subtext of Exodus is looking back, like Lot’s wife, instead
of visioning forward.
The Half-Life Of Mission
The RIM scattergram is a rear view mirror. It gives us a good
picture of where we’ve been and what we are now but it
doesn’t tell us much about opportunities for the future. To
discern where we are going, we need to understand something of the church life cycle and the half-life of mission.
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The Biblical model for the church life cycle is tabernacle.
Theologically, the tabernacle is the story of God dwelling
with his people. But it’s also a vivid image of our temporality,
one that Jesus was at pains to point out to the keepers of
the Jerusalem temple by reminding them that not one stone
would remain left on another (Matthew 24:2). These Biblical
models of God’s dwelling places suggest at least two things
that resonate with our own experience of doing church.
One: No church lasts forever—as a building or a label. Each
church form, expression, or paradigm has its day in the sun
before fading and making way for a new expression and
calling.

Jesus’ parable of the talents is an imperative for the church
to re-mission and divest (no, I don’t mean re-invest!) in
order to be good and faithful servants. Too often we think of
stewardship as a practice of prudent, proven methodologies
that will preserve and safeguard our resources when in fact
the point of the parable is about being faithful with what
God has given us. Jesus makes it quite clear that being a
faithful steward is not about agonising over the most secure
investment so we don’t lose the money entrusted to us. The
servant who played it safe was told in no uncertain terms that
at the very least h e should have invested his money with the
bankers. We’re not sure exactly what the other servants did
with the money, but clearly they had not deposited it in the
bank to double their returns! In today’s language they sound
very much like entrepreneurs. Or in our context, ‘missionpreneurs’.
Missionpreneurs divest our shared resources in re-missioning church. If we re-cast a church’s life cycle as build,
multiply, and eventually die then we need to transform the
die into divide and re mission. We can only achieve this by
divesting our shared resources into new mission initiatives.
This works from both a local church focus and at the CCVT
maps perspective. A local church can either keep re-investing
into its own backstory until it stagnates like the Dead Sea, or
it can divest its resources into re-missioning its church into
new mission fields of growth. CCVT can decide to re invest
resources to prop up churches in the two left death zones of
ROM on the RIM scattergram, or it can divest resources into
new opportunities of growth and re-missioning.

ROI

Two: Every mission endeavour has a half-life. Entropy is built
into the universe, our degenerative bodies, and church life.
As soon as we plant a church we know for sure that at some
point down the track it will either die or need re-planting.

Re-Missioning Through A Framework Of Stewardship
Re-missioning is a forward looking anticipation of seeing what
God is doing in our world around us now and how we can
latch on to that by grabbing hold of a vision that re-casts the
12 | The Edition

mu

If we are looking for mission direction, we need to recognise
that mission has a half-life, at least in terms of a church life
cycle. It should come as no surprise that we can see the mission half-life manifesting itself in the CCVT church portfolio,
represented by the RIM scattergram in the two left death
quadrants of low ROM. This is not always a fault, sometimes
it’s just circumstance such as a church dying with its town. If
we can accept that death and re-birth are an ongoing part of
Kingdom growth, then we can recognise the imperative that
we continue to re-mission the life of our churches.
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mission of the church where God is leading us in our place and
time, not where God has led us at some time in the past.
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If we were to plot the trajectory of church growth, from cradle
to grave, it would look something like this.
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Re-missioning occurs when a church divests its resources at
some point along the dotted line in the multiplication peak
of the church life cycle before plunging vertically into death
along the church history axis, flat-lining into a memorial of
times past. The continuous line moving back up vertically
and outwards represents new growth both on ROI and ROM
as the church re-missions.
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CCFS (Churches of Christ Financial Services)—Local
church funds from savings and transactional banking are leveraged as loans for new church developments. More than half the CCFS loan portfolio
is backing new church developments that banks
would not finance. The story of how Prop Corp’s
old deposit and loans scheme was transformed
into CCFS is told elsewhere in this issue of The
Edition.
Green field property developments—identifying
emerging church mission in new and opening up
suburbs, and then working with the local church
plant and property developers to establish a community facility where a church can meet.

ROM
Re-missioning at the local church level can happen a number of ways. Here’s four possible ways
to re-mission.
One: Planting—where a parent church plants a
smaller church microcosm into a new mission
location (which includes campus churches).
Two: Re-planting—where a church relocates itself
to reach a new mission field.
Three: Birthing—where church planters live and/
or work in the mission field incarnationally and
grow the church organically from the roots up.
Four: Re-birthing—where a church is in decline
and is re-birthed in the same location by a new
expression of church.
From the CCVT leadership perspective, we can tell
stories within our mission fields and churches
for all four scenarios. The story of the former
Mitcham and Essendon churches are example of
re-birthing, and are touched on elsewhere in this
issue of The Edition. CCVT are working now with
churches on how we might re-imagine mission
together as mission partners. The four examples
of re-missioning given above are simply pattern
recognition to help us identify opportunities and
release resources back into mission. They are not
written on stone or formulations of some arcane
Biblical theology.
Here’s some of the ways CCVT is working with
churches to partner in re-missioning together.
GAP (Grow A Plant)—Capital funds from closed
churches have been used creatively to invest in
new church plants at Springvale, Wallan, Point
Cook, and Rosebud. These funds are advanced
as capital grants and interest free loans for up to
five years to enable church plants to grow into
development loans.

Brown field property developments—identifying
potential re-birthing and re-planting on existing
church sites, and working with developers to
leverage the site value to re-mission the life of the
church.
These are just some examples as we continue to
re-imagine more possible answers to our third
strategic question—how can we better leverage
our shared resources to increase our mission
return.
Vision Is A Re-Imagining Of Church Mission For
Each Generation
Visions can be exciting and scary at the same
time. They are shared collective dreams and
sighted discernments of opportunities for mission
which we pull together each day, every day to
recast the future. They are where the train derails
off the tracks to forge new tracks. Its building the
bridge while walking on it. There are no text books
for doing it, no precedents, formulas or rules.
It’s the wild frontier of the winds of God’s spirit
moving amongst us. It’s the pillar of fire by night
and smoke by day that led God’s people into the
promised land.
The world is already changing at a faster pace than
ever before and it’s about to speed up dramatically. More than ever we need to re-imagine the
mission of church in our times. This is where the
writing runs off the page and translates into a
creative reimagining of mission as we walk out
our front doors with our eyes open to what God is
doing in our world around us right here and right
now. We can only tell you of our own sightings and
discernings. We can only encourage you to share
yours with us. Together we can re-imagine mission
in new times and places for our people so we can
pass on the baton of mission to our children and
their generations. ●
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Safe Places
Writer Paul Cameron, interviewing Libby Klein

INTO Summit.
Photo by Malorie Raymakers.
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F

ollowing the Renewal Challenge process the CCVT
Board has acknowledged that one way we will know
we are addressing our challenges—to do better at
building Communities of Hope and Compassion and developing Leaders to lead them—will be when each of place of
ministry and mission affiliated with CCVT is a Safe Place for
everyone to grow in their discipleship of Jesus, and in their
relationships with one another. And, Safe Places are as much
an expression of the Gospel and the Kingdom as they are a
way to meet the increasing expectations of community and
government.
The 2016 CCVT Safe Places Review and subsequent Report
both indicated that there is more to it than just documenting
policies and procedures. Everybody, each affiliated church
and agency, and every leadership group within CCVT, has
some role in and responsibility for making Churches of Christ
places safe. These roles and responsibilities need to be consistently recognised and supported by appropriate policies
and processes, as well as training and education, support
and resources. To put it another way, CCVT seeks to provide
resources and assistance; and Affiliates accept and enact
responsibility for safety in their context, including meeting
minimum requirements identified by CCVT.

This will be supported and enhanced by developing a culture
of safety throughout CCVT, and by implementing an intentional system for promoting safety and managing risk and
compliance. We also know that intentional focus and investment is required if we are to develop this culture of safety.
Libby Klein, who conducted the Safe Places Review, is currently contracted to CCVT part-time from October to December
to implement the Review’s key recommendations. There is a
priority on a new children and youth safety policy, which will
sit within a broader CCVT Safe Places policy. Libby is a former
partner at Moores and has now formed her own firm Social
Impact Legal. The Edition spoke with Libby about Safe Places.

The Edition: Why does the idea of churches and agencies
being safe places get you up in the morning?
Libby Klein: I was incensed at my local church years ago
when confronted with all sorts of red-tape in relation to
safety at Kids Church. I continue to have a healthy disrespect
for red tape. But I have also had the humbling experience of
facilitating an apology by a minister of another church to a
woman who had been abused as a child in the 1980’s. The
perpetrator had gone to jail and yet the church really did owe
her an apology—and an apology all these years later, in the
context of the Royal Commission, was better than nothing.
Whether it’s child abuse or another type of safety risk, one
person who suffers harm because of a church turning a blind
eye or not taking risk management seriously is one too many.
TE: Why is there such a focus on churches being safe places
for people, particularly children?
LK: In the past many of us have assumed that churches are
safe places. Now, we’re increasingly realising that we can’t
take that as a given, and that we need to be proactive. The
Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse has helped to increase awareness, and the new
Child Safe Standards in Victoria are also focusing attention
on the need to take practical steps to make churches safer
for children.
TE: Is this emphasis only because of community and government expectations? Could being a safe place be seen a
Christian value critical to mission too?
LK: Absolutely. We’re called to protect the vulnerable. I’m
pretty sure Jesus would not have been satisfied with a ‘she’ll
be right, it won’t happen here’ approach.
TE: So we see being a safe place as a crucial part of our mission, but is it as simple as approving policies that might be
filed away to gather dust? What does the all-important next
step look like?
LK: Having a policy is important, but not enough on its own.
Churches can do a self-assessment using the Child Safe
Standards, and this might highlight areas to work on. For
example, your church might need to focus on raising awareness of the elders of your church about their responsibilities,
and training staff and volunteers. Everyone has an important
role to play, and it’s really important to be clear about who is
responsible for what. This has been outlined in the Responsibility Matrix on the CCVT website.
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TE: What are some of the risks that face a church or agency
if they don’t have the appropriate policies and processes in
place, or don’t implement them?
LK: The most important risk is that people could be at
risk of harm. This impacts your ministry and mission, and
potentially exposes your leaders and/or the church to legal
liability.
TE: Can you explain the concept of positive and negative risk?
LK: We often focus only on negative risk, or trying to avoid
having bad things happen. A missed opportunity—for example, the opportunity to provide additional support for people
in ministry—is an example of positive risk.
TE: Why does CCVT need an overall Safe Places policy? What
areas other than working with children need to be seen as
part of being a Safe Place?
LK: There’s the obvious building safety issues, as well as
making sure ministers are well supported. And there’s doing
practical things to make it easier for people with disability
to participate in church life, and food safety, and so on—all
of which need to be dealt with by each church from a risk
management perspective.
TE: How does Ministry Endorsement and the provision of
appropriate support for People in Ministry and leadership fit
into the Safe Places conversation?
LK: Life in ministry can be tough and we need to make sure
our ministers are getting the support they need. This is
important in itself, but also because it reduces the risk of
ministers then going on to breach the Code of Ethics. There’s
an opportunity to be much more systematic about the way
this is done.
TE: Why is it important for CCVT to know whether churches
and agencies have safe places policies in place?
LK: A safety incident in one church has the potential to have
a negative impact on all churches. While churches and agencies are autonomous, they also have obligations to meet
certain standards and expectations.
Affiliation with Churches of Christ brings with it certain
responsibilities as set out in the Affinity agreement. Complete autonomy without appropriate accountability would
make a nonsense of the affiliate relationship.
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TE: Are there any tools or processes that can help a church or
agency assess their safe place readiness?
LK: There are some resources on the CCVT website including
a self-review tool which developed by the National Council of
Churches in Australia. You can use the Excel version of that
tool to enter your ratings against various issues and it will give
you a “traffic light” report, colour-coded to show priority areas.
But the big ticket item is to have a plan to be compliant with
the Child Safe Standards and implement any changes the
self-assessments identify need to happen. Fostering a culture of safety needs ongoing commitment, not just a one-off
meeting to adopt a policy. As a starting point, the leadership
groups of all churches and agencies should make sure that
they are well aware of the Child Safe Standards and that there
is a process in place to make sure the church is compliant. This
includes assigning responsibility and monitoring progress.
Churches and agencies will have access to resources such as
policy templates, access to up-to-date training via the NCCA
Safe Churches Training Agreement workshops, and access to
a Safe Places Coordinator to help with queries and with any
issues that arise. All churches have access to their comprehensive workshops as well as the Safety Management Online
system and other resources available through ChildSafe.
TE: What might churches and agencies need to do differently
to become best practice safe places?
LK: Safety needs to be on the radar as integral to a healthy
church. The leadership of each church and agency need to
take it on board as a proactive concern and own the responsibility of making sure that when people come into the
environment that they are responsible for they are going to
be safe.
TE: How do you respond to people who think all this talk
about being a safe place and policies and accountability is
all too hard, a ‘bit over the top’, ‘overkill’, and just more ‘redtape’?
LK: I’m all for keeping things in proportion. If policies and
procedures are too bureaucratic, they are counterproductive.
Churches need to utilise the resources available to devise a
system that works for them. But it would be irresponsible for
a church to simply say, ‘this is all too hard so we’re not going
to do anything’, and hope the problem of complying with
Child Safe Standards goes away. ●

INTO Summit.
Photo by Malorie Raymakers.

“Life in ministry can be tough and we need to make sure our ministers are
getting the support they need. This is important in itself, but also because it
reduces the risk of ministers then going on to breach the Code of Ethics.”
CCVT Safe Places Coordinator
Expressions of Interest are currently being sought to fill a new full time CCVT Safe
Places Coordinator role. The appointee will assist the CCVT Board and Executive
Team in the review, implementation, and management of the Safe Places Policy
for Churches of Christ in Victoria and Tasmania Inc. Together with the Board and
Executive Team, the Safe Places Coordinator will forge a deepening culture of
safety throughout CCVT. This includes overseeing the resourcing of churches and
agencies affiliated with CCVT (Affiliates) as Safe Places.
The Safe Places Coordinator will be a follower of Jesus who can demonstrate a
resourceful and innovative leadership and/or administration story, as a teambuilder and a team-player; as well as skills, passion and experience in policy
development and improvement, training and education, supporting and resourcing, listening and discernment.
For more information, go to churchesofchrist.org.au/safeplacescoordinator, noting
that Expressions of Interest must be received by November 7, 2016.
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Language of Safety
Writer Laura Young
“A child predator will look at a church, look at what child
safety practices are or aren’t in place, and will plant themselves where the protection is low.” A chill went down my
spine when I heard this said by a Child Protection Officer
speaking at the National Youth Ministry Convention last
October. This statement was based off many conversations
with predators who recounted how easy it was to build relationships and then offend within Church families. It was one
of those things I wanted to put up blockades from letting my
mind imagine, and it was also something that has haunted
me since.
In my fifth year of being in a ministry role, the question of
how to engage all levels of church leadership in creating safe
places is something I am learning about, trying to practice,
and have determined to be on top priority. One of the most
important practices, alongside practical ways of creating
safe spaces, may be how we form our language around safe
places, and how we invite the community, and church leadership, to do the same.
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Language Of Heaven
Bekkii Scott, a minister I highly respect and happen to work
with, will often speak of the language of heaven. This is the
language of God in how we speak to, and about others, recognising “the tongue has the power of life and death” (Proverbs
18:21 NIV). When we think of creating spaces where heaven
breaks in, the safety and value of each individual can start
with the spoken and shown value of the imago dei in them.
Our churches reflect a cross section of life—babies, toddlers,
kids, teens, parents, singles, different cultures, elderly—and
safe spaces looks different for all different life needs.
Our Elders’ meetings reflect a beautiful picture of what diversity in giftings and personalities, and hospitality look like.
One of our faithful elders opens up her warmly lit and decorated lounge room where we gather monthly around the table
to pray, eat, reflect, dream, and make decisions that we trust
God is leading us to. My favourite brain food is the apple
juice box, egg sandwiches, and caramel slices that melt in

“The wonder of church is the family
component—we share our lives, hearts,
struggles, and joys whilst we are also a
compilation of people brought together. The
complexity of welcome and safety is perhaps
felt when we seek to welcome everyone, as we
are also unknowns coming together where
there is an element of risk and the unknown
about new friends.”
your mouth (good food = good brain
capacity!). It is here that the elders and
ministry team care for the priority of
safety, from carpet mats for babies to
comfortable chairs with arm rests for
the aging. Every meeting I sit there as
a participant, but mostly as a learner. I
hear the sincerity of care for the often
forgotten members of society, and the
care plans for creating safe spaces.
Here at the table of God’s faithful servants I have learnt, heard, or discovered that all members of the body are
important; accountability is important
for all leaders; the location of toilets are
important; the size of tables impacts
who can gather around them; everyone
desires to be known, and valued; safety
can look different for different people,
at different times, in different ways.
Sometimes you may have a 3 year old
running around with a bucket on their
head—kids are kids, though, right?
As we acknowledge the language of
heaven as a way of valuing people, we
may ask the question, “How do we welcome people into churches whilst also
making provisions for safety?”
Language Of Welcome
The wonder of church is the family
component—we share our lives, hearts,
struggles, and joys whilst we are also a
compilation of people brought together.
The complexity of welcome and safety is

perhaps felt when we seek to welcome
everyone, as we are also unknowns
coming together where there is an
element of risk and the unknown about
new friends.
The way we seek to navigate this at
Boronia church is by:
Meeting with new people to gage their
history—our ministry team always
meets with visitors to get a sense of
where they have come from, and where
they are at currently.
Planting ourselves in places in the
building—sometimes our aging members can tend to wander the halls, so
we strategically position ourselves in
the kids space from 9am to greet and
redirect any that come down.
Speaking safety—from the front, oneto-one, and in groups, safety is always
on the agenda. This involves language
of heaven, respectful interactions,
and the opportunity to have a voice to
speak out.
Caretakers of the community—at our
recent Elders’ meeting, another one
of God’s faithful servants spoke of
the elders as caretakers to carry the
community through our current time of
transition. What a powerful image, and
also one that speaks of the leadership
actively taking part in the wellbeing of
the community.

Language Of Safety
Peter Lusk once said, “Keep saying
things over and over until people get
sick of it—then you know they have
remembered it, and caught on.” The
language of heaven, welcome, and
safety need to come from the top. In our
ministry team meetings we will often
bring up the question of safety and
child safety in the midst of our conversation. By always having it on the radar
and spoken out, it will hopefully permeate through the culture and language of
others in the community.
A funny and helpful way that we have
seen language used and adopted by
other community members is in our
Sunday morning teaching time. Our
Sunday morning kids groups are called
‘Hub Clubs’ (a desire to reshape the
thinking around ‘Sunday School’, as
we don’t want it to be like school but
rather a place to explore God’s story,
experience his love, and embody his
life). Halfway through our Families Connections service the worship leader will
pray a blessing over the toddlers, kids,
teens, and adults as we move to our
different spaces. The way that this is
phrased is that “this is now the time for
everyone to go to their ‘age appropriate
learning spaces’.” There is usually a
few laughs when this is tried out and
practiced by the worship leaders. This
came from Bekkii, who wanted to value
and acknowledge the different learning
spaces we have without saying ‘time
to send the kids out’. As the kids go to
their rooms we have sign-ins, leader
ratios, uncovered windows, and other
ways in which we seek to make sure
each room and space is welcoming and
safe for all. The beautiful thing I have
learned from this is that, as we have
been saying this phrase over and over,
others have been practicing it, capturing it, and it is being created as part of
our culture.
I am a learner from the elders, ministry
team, and other faithful servants before
me; learning how to create safe places
for people whilst also continually
fuelled to protect our communities with
language, policy, and awareness so
that we can all participate safely in our
communities of welcome. ●
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What If?
Finding new ways to flourish
through Mission Motivated Projects
Writer Michael Vanderree
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O

ne of the great joys of being in conversation with our
churches and agencies is to listen to and explore
the birth stories of what we have come to know as
Communities of Hope and Compassion. These are often the
frontier stories. These are the adventure engagements. These
are the mission fuelled plantings. These are the responses to
discerned needs.

I often find myself going back to Jesus words: “Listen carefully:
Unless a grain of wheat is buried in the ground, dead to the
world, it is never any more than a grain of wheat. But if it is
buried, it sprouts and reproduces itself many times over. In
the same way, anyone who holds on to life just as it is destroys
that life. But if you let it go, reckless in your love, you’ll have it
forever, real and eternal.” (John 12:24-25, The Message)

The result of these actions and decisions is the commencement of gatherings, buoyed by the gift of the Table and the
ministry of the Word. As part of the story, these Churches of
Christ have given themselves to the practices of the faith,
community formation, worshipping and witnessing, purchasing land, and building buildings—some in a day, some
redeveloped and rebuilt over time.

These words of Jesus are confronting. All the more so when
attributed to congregational life. Congregations are called to
live, serve, minister, respond to God in the world, doing so in
the light of mortality, living with the willingness to lay down
what we hold in order for a new story to emerge.

Our histories reflect our missional motivation, which incorporates our commitment to faithfully and consistently embracing its call to witness to, and serving God’s saving purposes
in, the world. It is our acceptance to partner with the Spirit
of God, to engage mission as a movement, where our words
and actions combine to be a living story of hospitality, welcome, reconciliation, justice, and most of all grace.
There is a connection between where we are located and the
call to put down roots, and yet at the same time to be a pilgrim people. A people ready to move, responding to the new
contexts and demands that ministry invites out of us.
Given our history as Churches of Christ in Victoria and Tasmania, we are a movement deeply connected to the ground. Our
stories of ministry are located around buildings that exist on
street corners in cities, suburbs, and towns. They represent
sacrifice, commitment, vision, sweat, and tears. Along the
way we have learned that buildings have served the mission,
they are an expression of the mission. But we have also
learned that they have sometimes acted like a boundary to
mission; they have even controlled and restricted our sense
of mission.
Over the years we have at different times faced the difficult
and challenging decision to bring a story of ministry in one
particular location to an end. The closing of a church is always
painful, and it naturally brings to the fore the challenge of
assessing our history, coming to terms with ministry stories
and opportunities lost. Sometimes the desire to continue and
keep the doors open are in fact acts of desperation in a rapidly
changing context where actions of the past no longer bear fruit
in ways they once did and the energy required for new engagements just seems to be one step too far.

We know intuitively that faith communities live on a continuum of vitality. That is, we live and serve dynamically somewhere between in a place of flourishment or vulnerability.
What makes for one or other, and the journey in between is
multifaceted. Size, age demographics, community footprint,
leadership and governance capacity, finances, programs and
energy all contributes to the spectrum. In some cases, when
all of the above come together, it can seem like a perfect
storm, bringing into question our concerns for the future of
the church in that place.
Let me be clear: churches have seasons. Churches are an
expression of the promise of God; communities that gather
faithfully around the mission of God, his Table, and his Word
are indeed a beautiful thing. Sometimes church can be like a
white knuckle experience, hanging on for grim life.
So here is a question: how to do we find our way forward
when we are no longer flourishing, when our long term
sustainability is under a cloud, when what we did in the past
is no longer relevant for our context, when our facilities are
symbols of a world gone by and have maintenance tags that
are out of this world?
As part of our ongoing partnership with our churches and
agencies over the last few years we have been in various
conversations about what we might call Mission Motivated
Projects. This is where churches have made the hard decision decisions to conclude one chapter of ministry in the
hope that God would allow for a new to emerge. This can be
around property, staffing, ministry programs, and financial
priorities. If you like, these are moments when the church
has said we will say no to this so we can say yes to that.
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These decisions are courageous, because the leadership and
membership took the time to consider and develop a realistic
assessment of themselves. They made a decision based on
their look in the mirror. That is a brave and courageous thing
to do.

new DNA. An example of this is our Mitcham and Essendon
congregations, who closed and new ministries are emerging.
Mitcham has become the office of SU Victoria and the home
of a church plant, and Essendon will become the home to an
inner urban church plant.

They are gracious, because the leadership demonstrated an
open handed approach to the future. The leadership could
have gone the pathway of attempts at frenetic activity to
keep ministry happening, or entered into a type of paralysis
that made decision making next too impossible.

Resource and Reimagine

They are challenging, because the journey involves acknowledging all the human realities of grief and loss, engagement
and planning, uncertainty, and questioning. The pathway has
involved careful listening to the hopes and expectations of
the congregation and the thoughtful curating of transitioning.

Underlying the Mission Motivated Project idea is the lively
conversation of renewal, revival, re imagination, replanting,
rebooting—all things re-church. It is in this environment that
CCVT is increasingly in conversations with churches and
agencies about engaging in initiatives and actions that will
re-orient the church in new, sometimes bold and substantive
ways towards mission and future sustainability.

And they are hopeful, because the core conviction of the
congregation was that death is not to be feared because we
worship a God who knows how to get out of the grave. The
closure of a congregation is not the end of the story.
These decisions are driven by a core commitment, that one
person has expressed this way: What furthers the mission?
A healthy church makes decisions that furthers mission and
has the ability to choose this over human need.
Wow! How many times have we seen leaders, pastors, church
members not make decisions because the primary driver is
that our need for belonging, our enmeshed sense of importance, our desire for validation is actually at the forefront of
the decision rather than the mission of the church. Or decisions are made with ways of securing the future financially
as the primary motive for action. Or that by ‘hook or by crook’
we won’t let go of the story.
Rather than thinking reactively, proactively, what might a
Mission Motivated Project look like? Here are some broad
categories that can help your thinking.
Rebirth or Reboot
Working to bring about a new story, this is a revitalisation
story. It commences with the question: if we were to start
again, what would it look like? This might be the development of a parallel community; a community alongside the
existing one. A contemporary example of this is Brighton
church, and the emergence of The Village alongside the current congregation.
Replant and Partner
Acknowledge the end of one chapter and the commencement
of a new—this can be gutsy and bold. For one community it
might look like selling their premises and moving to a new
context in a dramatically different shape, living out of a
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This can be where the legacy of one story becomes the seed
that allows the commencement of another in a new location
through church planting or church resourcing.

These projects look different in each location. They could be
embarking on a property redevelopment, recognising that the
land holding is unique that could be purpose built to meet the
needs of a changing demographic. So that it could comprise of
gathering space, housing, retail, medical and welfare.
It could be developing a new strategy of ministry, and allocating appropriate resources for staffing and ministry, enabling
the church to serve the community in a whole new way. This
may mean the strategic use of financial resources as way of
giving the dream the best opportunity to be effective.
Perhaps it is making the decision to sell a current property
and relocate the church in a new neighbourhood and new
way. If you like: to plant a new community, with a new DNA of
mission at the heart.
Or it could be realising that the current trajectory of the local
church is in serious decline, so the future is shaped in planting a parallel community alongside the existing community
as a way of birthing a story of Hope and Compassion.
These are Mission Motivated Projects.
These are projects that are linked with the past, they are fed
by the deeper story of our movement, our commitment to
radical discipleship, costly love, and all member ministry.
But are different in that the mission volume is being raised,
the allocation of resources is being spent in mission, the
direction of our sight is more out than in, and the practice of
ministry is community focused as a priority.
What does a Mission Motivated Project look like? Here are
five core questions that might help you think through your
Mission Motivated Project. The purpose of this is to move you
to write and record the details of your project.

“Despite these realities there remains much hope and
positivity about the future revitalisation of Northern
as a spiritually vibrant worship community.”
Why
Why seek a Mission Motivated Project? In what way will
the project reflect your calling, or deep commitment of the
Church or Agency to be a Community of Hope and Compassion? In what way is the project a reflection of joining with
what God is doing in the neighbourhood?
In terms of our Community indicators: this is mission conversation, rather than the church conversation being at the fore;
it is being an order of local missionaries and growing disciples into lifelong learners, and it seeks to name where God is
at work and how we might join him there.
What
What is your Mission Motivated Project? In what way is your
project a reflection of how our understanding of God, engagement of the world, and commitment to others is shaped? In
what way is the work of the project a reflection of creativity,
imagination and innovation? This is an expression of the
living partnership between the Spirit of God enabling the
future of God among the people of God in any given context.
And how will the project be an expression of the Kingdom of
God, “on earth as it is in heaven” (Matthew 6:10, NIV)? Our
projects will respect the link between the context or environment and those who are our neighbours.
In terms of our Community indicators: this is where the gifts
of worship, prayer, and discernment contribute to the shaping of the project, and that the mission of God as expressed
in the Bible becomes our propulsion for service. In this way
the project is a contrast community echoing God’s priorities
for justice and reconciliation.
How
How will you achieve it? In what ways does the project
acknowledge the particular context, both geographical, culturally, and socially of your location or space? In what ways
does purpose of the project grow opportunities where people
can join together and contribute to building a new expression
of God’s rule?
In terms of our Community indicators: this is where we welcome the input of others, acknowledging the support and
gifting of many that contribute to the whole.

When
When will it start, when will it be completed? In what ways
will the development of the project acknowledge that from
time to time needs change and the way a project is developed requires adaptation and adjustment? This, however, is
not done at the decision of one individual but the discernment together. This is a way of keeping a clear conversation
alive about appropriate contextualization and keeping
responsive to the needs of the broader community.
In terms of our Community indicators: this is where we act
out of the determined commitment to be a place of welcome
for those who are yet to belong.
Who
Who will make it happen? How is the project the expression
of the existence of living partners—that is, those with whom
a local church of agency enjoys a shared commitment to
mission?
In terms of our Community indicators: this is where we live
accountably from the local to the support of the CCVT staff in
either of the three functional teams, Communities, Leadership and Operations, because we understand that we might
be incomplete expressions and so the support of the wider
body is welcomed.
Alright, we are nearly there. This is the time for review and
consolidation.
Reflect on which of the Why, What, How, When, Who, questions have been addressed in your proposal.
Dig deeper into how you have engaged with these principles.
Are there some principles the proposal fails to engage with?
Is the project concrete and specific enough?
Make edits as required. What changes to your project proposal ensures that it becomes more aligned with the central
call to be a Community of Hope and Compassion?
With whom can you discuss this proposal to explore whether
there are gaps or questions before it is submitted to the
church or one of the CCVT Functional Teams? This is the
space for partnerships between churches and agencies.
And now, it is over to you. It is your move. ●
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Risk Management And
Building Safety
Writer Theresa Oliver
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You may have heard of the saying ‘trust in God and tie
up your camel,’ which basically means that while it’s
good to have faith, it’s also important to take precautions and to be wise in action!
One way to do this is to take all the steps necessary to manage and control risks to people and property within churches
and agencies affiliated with Churches of Christ in Victoria
and Tasmania. Typical examples include fire prevention
strategies, regular property maintenance, and good building
security.
What Is Risk Management And Why Do It?
Risk management follows four basic steps: hazard identification, risk assessment (evaluation) of the hazard, risk control
measures, and recording and reviewing.

Hazards are things or situations that have the potential to
cause some kind of harm or loss. Risk evaluation involves
determining the type of harm a hazard may cause, and the
likelihood of it happening and to what extent. Risk control
refers to actions taken to reduce the risk of harm from the hazard, such as elimination or taking specific safety measures.
The final step involves keeping written records of all findings
and incidents, continually monitoring the affiliate regarding
safety matters, reviewing how your risk management program is faring and making adjustments where necessary.
What are the reasons it’s so important?
Morally, affiliates have a duty to look after people and property and to prevent harm from happening.
And financially, there is a real risk of financial loss occurring
if good risk management is not in place.
While there are many types of hazards and risks in a church
or agency, in the section below we briefly cover six aspects of
building safety and how they can be implemented.
Building Safety
1. Disastrous Events
Fire
Fire safety and prevention is one of the absolute top considerations when it comes to building safety measures. It’s
vital that all churches develop a fire management plan that
includes prevention strategies and fire equipment maintenance and training.
Fire can only take hold when ignition, fuel sources, and oxygen
come together. Examples of ignition sources might include
heaters, power tools and cigarettes, while fuel sources might
be paper, cloths, wood, or flammable chemicals.

One of the main prevention strategies is to reduce the risk of
arson attack, such as by removing potential sources of fuel
from around the property (e.g. boxes and rubbish), removing
or storing items that could be used to break in, and improving property security.
Other fire prevention strategies include safe electrical
practices, providing outside areas (with ashtrays) for smokers, ensuring flammable items are not placed near heating
sources, and taking extra care with power tools or when
doing hot work.
Fire equipment such as fire and smoke alarms, sprinkler
systems, extinguishers, and hose reels should be regularly
maintained and serviced where required, and safety officers
should be fully trained in their correct use. Other measures
include conducting regular fire drills and developing an
emergency recovery plan.
Storms
Hail, strong winds, heavy rains, and lightning can lead to
roof, window, and structural damage and power surges.
While we cannot control the weather, we can take steps to
reduce the impact of storms through good maintenance and
post-storm measures.
Prevention strategies include regular roof inspections and
prompt attendance to problems, regular gutter clearance,
removal of items and debris that could become windborne,
and installing a lightning protection system.
After a storm that has caused damage has passed, it’s
important to have the roof and building inspected, to clean
up water from inside the building, and to have any necessary
repairs done promptly.
Bushfire
We all know how destructive bushfires can be to a property.
Preparing ahead of time for bushfire season can be very
effective in reducing the risk of damage from bushfire.
This includes grass mowing, pruning, tree maintenance, and
creating a clear ‘defensible space’ (30m is recommended)
around the building. Choosing ‘fire-wise’ plants and mulch
for outside areas is also a good idea for reducing the risk of
fire taking hold.
Evacuation And Recovery
In case of emergency you need to have an evacuation plan
in place. Considerations for an emergency situation include
safe exits and knowing where to gather, utility shut-offs,
emergency supply kits, First Aid, communication procedures,
and a process for the protection of assets and records.
After an emergency situation is over, you may need to
consider site security and safety, salvage of contents, and
property repair work.
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Roof Maintenance

Healthy Workplaces

A building’s capacity to cope with wild weather is largely
dependent on the state of its roof, making roof maintenance
an essential matter to attend to. Failure to maintain your
building’s roof also has the potential to result in a denial of
an insurance claim for property damage.

Affiliates and their governance entities carry a responsibility
to provide and maintain a health working environment for
staff and volunteers. Considerations here include indoor
air quality and temperature, adequate lighting, removal of
hazards, protection from excessive noise, ensuring workloads are manageable, and providing the necessary training,
resources and equipment for people to do their jobs safely
and effectively.

Tips for roof maintenance include regular roof inspections
and repairs where required, and ongoing gutter maintenance
to ensure good drainage and to prevent collapse.
2. Building Security And Safe Use
Security
A good security system can help to crime-proof your property.
Burglars, arsonists, and vandals tend to look for easy targets,
such as where security is lax or non-existent, and are more
likely to bypass properties where security is tight.
Some examples of sound security measures include removal
of outside ‘hiding’ spots, good external lighting, boundary
fences, deadlocks, motion sensors, window protection,
alarms, surveillance cameras, and locking away of valuables
and equipment.
The more ‘layers’ of security you have around your building,
the less likely it will be to attract potential criminals.
Lighting
Good exterior lighting is important for both safety and security, as it can help to prevent accidents as well as deter crime.
This applies to car parking areas as well as around steps and
stairways and at door entrances.
Internal lighting is essential to prevent accidents occurring
due to poor visibility, particularly around stairwells.
Access For People With Disabilities
The Federal Disability Discrimination Act of 1992 stipulates
that public buildings must be accessible for people with a
disability.
Matters to attend to may include provision of disabled car
parking spots, ramps, lifts, disabled toilets, and tactile
indicators near stairways, as well as making provision for
guide-dogs and providing equal access to information for
all people.
Small Rural Or Remote Churches
Small rural churches, especially older churches in remote
areas, may carry particular safety and security concerns.
Some of these include older electrical and wiring systems,
vulnerability to crime such as arson and burglary, and being
situated in high fire-risk areas.
Safety and security tips include annual roof and structural
inspections, regular tree maintenance, and security improvements such as external lighting and installation of security
systems.
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Workers’ compensation insurance is also obligatory for most
employers, to provide cover for medical care, rehabilitation
and lost wages for workers.
3. Accident Prevention
Slips, Trips, And Falls
Slips, trips, and falls are a common cause of injuries such as
broken bones, fractures, bruises, and dislocations.
Prevention measures include applying slip-resistant floor
coatings, securing mats, promptly cleaning up spills,
repairing leaks, isolating wet or damaged areas, providing
adequate lighting, removing obstacles, repairing damage
to floors or external pathways, and providing a clear visual
definition of step edgings.
Falling Objects
Falling objects have the potential to cause severe injury or
death. They might be caused by lifting equipment on construction sites, building demolitions, poorly-secured ceiling
panels, structural collapse or falling tree limbs.
Risk management includes providing protective equipment
where necessary, using safety equipment such as guardrails
and netting, checking buildings for loose tiles or fixtures, tree
maintenance, and isolating dangerous areas from the public.
4. Safe Use Of Electricity
Poorly managed electrical use can lead to fire, burns, shocks,
and even deaths in some cases.
It’s essential to ensure that electrical wiring (especially in
older buildings) is safe and up to the tasks demanded of it.
Other safety tips include ensuring outlets, plugs, and cords
are in good condition, safe use of extension cords and adapters, and installation of safety switches and circuit breakers.
Electrical testing and tagging of appliances and machinery
should also be done at least every 12 months. This can be
done by a licenced electrician, an electrical inspector, or a
person fully trained and competent in testing and tagging to
Australian Standards.

5. Buildings And Grounds

Asbestos

Tree Maintenance

Asbestos can be a problem in some older buildings. Up until
the late-1980s asbestos was used in cement roofing, fibro
wall cladding, fences, artificial brick cladding, insulation,
carpet underlay, and flue pipes.

While trees can provide shading and improve energy-efficiency, they can also be a hazard in some situations. Weakened or dead branches for instance can become windborne
in strong winds, and old and diseased trees can fall and
cause property damage and injuries.
Regular tree maintenance should be undertaken to prevent
damage from trees. This includes regular inspections, tree
pruning, and removal of dead branches. Diseased trees and
any large trees that have the potential to topple should also
be removed.
Other Outdoor Areas
Playgrounds, carparks, walking tracks and outdoor seating
should also be regularly checked and maintained to prevent
accidents and injuries. Outdoor equipment such as mowers,
chainsaws and trimmers should be kept clean, oiled and in
good repair, and stored in a secure shed to deter theft and
inappropriate use.
6. Construction Safety
New Builds
There’s always a lot to consider when undertaking a new
building project! As well as permits and compliance with
building regulations and codes, there are also financial and
quality matters to think about. However, even more important than all of these is the safety of everyone concerned.
Types of injuries that are on record as having occurred during
constructions include falls from heights, being hit by falling
or moving objects, electrocution, and slips, trips and falls.
Other risky matters in construction include the use of hazardous substances, hot work, manual handling and lifting.
To maintain safety, a good health and safety plan should be
put in place and managed by the site supervisor. Important
safety matters include the provision of personal protective
equipment, safety equipment, proper training, and ensuring
all construction personnel are properly qualified for their
tasks.
Renovations
Renovations carry many of the same risks as new constructions. There are risks associated with hot work, manual handling, working at heights, hazardous substances, asbestos
(see below), and electricity.

These days it’s well-known that breathing in asbestos dust
can result in serious or even fatal lung diseases such as pleural plaques, asbestosis, lung cancer, and mesothelioma.
Being exposed to asbestos dust should be avoided at all
costs as there is no ‘safe level’ of exposure. Disturbing
asbestos—such as during renovations—is extremely risky.
Removal and disposal of asbestos should only ever be handled by a professional licenced asbestos-removal contractor
who has the necessary skills and equipment for performing
the job as safely as possible.
5 Steps To Take
1. Personnel: appoint a Risk Management Officer (RMO) in
your church or agency to oversee protection of people and
property.
2. Policy and Plan: develop a risk management policy and
action plan, identifying your key risks.
3. Insurance cover: insurance should form part of your risk
management program. Ensure your church or agency has
insurance to financially cover it for the risks it carries.
4. Make use of resources provided by CCI:
Redbook—through the RiskMap Redbook system churches
are provided with a customised ‘operation manual’ for
essential safety measures such as fire equipment, exit
signs, and emergency lighting. This means you do not
have to become familiar with complex building codes in
order to meet compliance requirements.
Training—online inductions for RMOs, volunteers, and for
safe use of fire equipment are available for use at the CCI
website.
CCI website—the website also contains information on
insurance policies and dozens of articles on risk management.
5. Develop a maintenance schedule: While the Redbook system covers essential safety measures, you may also want
to develop your own maintenance schedule for the regular
checking of hazards and attending to necessary maintenance and repairs.
For further advice on risk management, Redbook and
insurance, contact Russell Hoath or Liz Matheson on
03 9488 8800 or at hello@cofcinsurance.org.au. ●

If renovation work involving structural changes is to be done,
it should only ever be carried out by licenced personnel. A
health and safety plan should also be drawn up and maintained by the site supervisor.
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Treasuring Ministry
Writer Jeff Tulk
Looking back over the past three years I am able to honestly
say that being a board member and treasurer at Red Church
has been a genuine privilege. Being able to serve the church
community in a way that utilises my skills and experience was
and continues to be an easy commitment for me to make.
Over the past three years Red Church has grown from a single
service in one location to three services in multiple locations.
Being able to work with the Red Church leaders and the
rest of the board throughout this time has been insightful,
rewarding, and overwhelmingly positive.
From the outside, the role of treasurer might be seen as holding the ‘purse strings’ or overseeing the financial records and
reports. I view my role as more broad, and ultimately about
assisting Red Church achieve its mission. This is done by providing information and analysis that helps us make decisions
where any financial implications are understood and considered in balance with the other relevant factors.
I believe a treasurer needs to oversee the financial governance practices of the organisation and practically should
focus on: providing regular financial reports that are accurate, with key items and trends explained; preparing detailed
annual budgets that aligns to our strategic planning and
provides ministry leaders with approved budgets; ensuring
the church’s assets, including cash along with employees and volunteers, are protected by implementing sound
internal control practices in relation to cash collections and
payments; monitoring the utilisation of available tax concessions including fringe benefits and GST; ensuring compliance
with the various laws, regulations, and other requirements.

don’t necessarily have an immediate understanding of the
specific issues associated with churches.
My weekday job as a Partner at Saward Dawson sees me providing audit services and advice to a range of clients, including many churches and other faith based organisations.
Saward Dawson is excited to partner with Churches of Christ
in recent months to provide an online resource to all church
treasurers within Churches of Christ. The Church Finance
Handbook is a resource that empowers treasurers to provide
adequate support to the church which directly supports the
mission and ministry of your church.
The topics within the guide cover areas such as church structure and associated legal obligations, internal processes to
ensure that the correct financial data is collected, obligations
as an employer, management of church’s assets and tax
concessions, and the ongoing requirement to ensure these
obligations are managed.
The guide also includes a comprehensive GST section that
discusses the concessions available to churches and how
to apply these concessions on a regular basis. It includes a
comprehensive list of normal transactions that you would
expect to see in a church and then describes how to generally treat GST in those situations.
There are resources within the guide that can be downloaded
and used in your church setting. The resource centre includes
checklists and other sample documents that can be tailored
to meet the particular requirements of the church.

Ensuring the ‘finances are under control’ allows the other
members of the board and leadership team(s) to focus on
other areas beyond the numbers. Hopefully this allows
greater space for spiritual discernment, creative thinking,
and diversity.

The aim of the Church Finance Handbook is to provide
knowledge in an easily assessable way to enable the crucial
role of financial stewardship within a church to be performed
effectively. I highly recommend that church treasurers have a
look at the handbook to gain an understanding of the content
and make effective use of a complimentary resource. ●

I realise that finding the right treasurer can be difficult for
some churches, and many people with financial backgrounds

The Saward Dawson Church Finance Handbook is available
through CCFS. Visit ccfsaustralia.org.au.
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CCFS, The Story So Far
Writer Stuart Campbell
“We’re going to run out of money! Unless we do something
soon, we’re going to run out of money!” said Frank Morabito, Properties Corporation Finance Director, stated quite
emphatically during a meeting with Joel Plotnek, Properties
Corporation CEO, and myself. For anyone who knows the
even-tempered and normally calm Frank, this expression of
emotion got our attention. There were several new church
buildings being planned and Prop Corp didn’t have the
deposit funds available to meet the demand. Clearly, renewal
of Prop Corp’s deposit and loans scheme was needed.
Renewal was always going to be a challenge. Established in
1914 as the Church Extension Committee and later incorporated by an Act of Victorian Parliament in 1941 as the Properties Corporation of the Churches of Christ in Victoria, there
was a considerable amount of history and tradition in the
organisation. However, the need to renew was compelling
and also reflected the CCVT Renewal Challenge.
In this time of transition and renewal, Churches of Christ
Financial Services (CCFS) was launched as a new business
initiative of the Properties Corporation. Its aim was to support the movement and help meet the future financial needs
of churches and their related organisations as they seek to
serve and share the love of Christ with their communities.
During 2011 a total of 10 concept groups were conducted
with the aim of ascertaining the level of interest in the proposed ‘banking’ initiative.
Four of these groups were facilitated by John Bailey, a then
Trustee of the Properties Corporation, with a further six
concept groups facilitated by Joel Plotnek and Frank Morabito throughout country Victoria. Church administrators and
treasurers provided feedback regarding the financial needs
of both churches and congregation members. Overall, 56
people were involved in the concept groups.
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A key theme that emerged during these meetings concerned
the quality of what was going to be offered and the need to
“get it right”. Building credibility was going to be important.
During this time, the magnitude of the opportunity began to
emerge from insights provided by churches regarding deposits held with various financial institutions. Tens of millions of
dollars were being held in a range of bank accounts providing
little or no benefit to the movement. Perhaps this was the
answer to the need Frank had so clearly expressed earlier. It
became apparent that by working together, funding for the
movement could be placed on a stronger and more sustainable foundation.
This response resulted in two significant initiatives. The first
was a major overhaul of the business model that included
the introduction of a banking software platform. The second
was a corporate restructure that allowed the national scaling
of financial services, insurance, and investments to Churches
of Christ around Australia.
To address the need of providing a credible, robust, and high
quality service to churches it was apparent that Prop Corp
needed to move away from spreadsheets, custom in-house
solutions, and its own fragile IT infrastructure. Consequently,
many banking platform alternatives were given preliminary consideration until a short list was finalised. A formal
Request for Proposal was sent to those organisations on the
short list with Data Action being the successful tenderer. In
2014 the new banking platform went live with Prop Corp’s
deposits and loans scheme transferring to Data Action’s core
banking platform.
The generous assistance of Uniting Financial Services, Baptist Financial Services, and the Anglicans in Adelaide and
Canberra needs to be acknowledged. Without their assistance the process of selecting a banking software platform
may have slower and much more costly.

The new banking platform provided opportunities to CCFS to
support church growth and development through the introduction of innovative, competitive, and cost effective products tailored to the unique needs of Christian mission.
Key strategies for achieving this mission include providing services nationally to provide economies of scale that
enable cost efficiencies and compliance with increasing regulation, generating margins to provide a return to members
and fund church mission initiatives, driving innovation
by introducing products and services that assist church
mission and growth, and increasing organisational balance
sheet size—reducing risk and enabling CCFS to continue to
provide funding to larger and increasingly more complex
church property developments.
A number of significant milestones were achieved during
2016. The South Australian Building Extension Mutual Fund
joined CCFS in April and in June, the Western Australian
Building Extension Mutual Fund also voted to join with CCFS

in the provision of financial services to its customers in Western Australia.
Whether it is one product or many, churches can support our
mutual mission—of doing better at building Communities
of Hope and Compassion and developing Leaders to lead
them—through CCFS by utilising one or more of the products
or services offered including cheque and deposit books,
BPAY, electronic payments and fund transfers, CCFS Online
internet banking, Pushpay (where we all benefit from a group
pricing agreement), merchant facilities (again benefitting
from a group pricing agreement), and minister’s expense
Cards (Visa cards).
Each church can make a contribution towards the ongoing
sustainability of funding for church facilities by switching
their banking to CCFS. If your church has not yet received
an introductory pack or would like to arrange a visit from the
CCFS team to discuss how your church can benefit, please
contact me at scampbell@ccfsaustralia.org.au.

Your Story, Our Story
Do you have a story you would like to share with the movement of
Churches of Christ in Victoria and Tasmania? Have you seen God at
work in your neighbourhood and you are bursting to share what he
is up to? CCVT welcomes stories from all our Communities of Hope
and Compassion! If you have a tale you would like to spin and share,
write it up and send it to editor@churchesofchrist.org.au and start the
conversation.
All stories in The Edition and online are edited for length, style, and tone.
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